Visual servoing for a US-guided therapeutic HIFU system by coagulated lesion tracking: a phantom study.
Applying ultrasound (US)-guided high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) therapy for kidney tumours is currently very difficult, due to the unclearly observed tumour area and renal motion induced by human respiration. In this research, we propose new methods by which to track the indistinct tumour area and to compensate the respiratory tumour motion for US-guided HIFU treatment. For tracking indistinct tumour areas, we detect the US speckle change created by HIFU irradiation. In other words, HIFU thermal ablation can coagulate tissue in the tumour area and an intraoperatively created coagulated lesion (CL) is used as a spatial landmark for US visual tracking. Specifically, the condensation algorithm was applied to robust and real-time CL speckle pattern tracking in the sequence of US images. Moreover, biplanar US imaging was used to locate the three-dimensional position of the CL, and a three-actuator system drives the end-effector to compensate for the motion. Finally, we tested the proposed method by using a newly devised phantom model that enables both visual tracking and a thermal response by HIFU irradiation. In the experiment, after generation of the CL in the phantom kidney, the end-effector successfully synchronized with the phantom motion, which was modelled by the captured motion data for the human kidney. The accuracy of the motion compensation was evaluated by the error between the end-effector and the respiratory motion, the RMS error of which was approximately 2 mm. This research shows that a HIFU-induced CL provides a very good landmark for target motion tracking. By using the CL tracking method, target motion compensation can be realized in the US-guided robotic HIFU system.